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Abstract. A method of finding the behaviour of Place/Transition nets is presented. The behaviour 
of d net is a set of processes, i.e. strings of transitions. It is described by a b*edicate expression 
iprex) defined in the paper. The prex for a net is easily calculated by the synchronization of 
standard prexes describing the behaviour of single-place subnets. 
1. Introduction 
In [4] the author shows how to find (0,l) marked Petri net behaviour with a 
knowledge of the behaviour of the subnets (atomic in extreme case). A process is 
a trace anal the behaviour of a net is a set of traces there. The behaviour is described 
either by a regular expression or by a fixed point equation obtained by the synchroniz- 
ation of the activities of subnets. 
In this paper it is shown that the modular approach may also be applied to 
calculating the behaviour of Petri nets marked by natural numbers, i.e. so-called 
Place/Transition nets (PT-nets). But, it is impossible to use the trace representation 
of a process in this case because of the difficulty in defining the dependency relation 
in the transition set. Hence, the string representation of processes is used and the 
net behaviour is a set of strings, rather than traces. The sets of processes in such 
nets cannot be expressed by regular expressions, unfortunately. Therefore the notion 
of a predicate expression (prex) is introduced. 
A prex is a string generator. It generates trings such that every prefix of a string 
fulfils a condition assigned to its last symbol. 
The net behaviour is described by a prex generating the set of processes of this 
net. It is shown how to find, in an effective way, the prex describing the net behaviour 
for every PT-net. It is done by the synchronization of prexes describing the behaviour 
of the subnets. It is always possible to decompose the net into atomic ones (nets 
with a single place only) for which the prexes are given explicitly. It turns out, that 
each prex describing the PT-net behaviour may be defined by means of simple 
arithmetical expressions. 
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The paper 1s organized as follows. First, the notion of a prex and the language 
generated by a prex are presented. Then synchronization operations on prexes and 
languages are introduced. 
The next part deals with a special class of simple arithmetical prexes. These are 
prexes that may be defined by simple arithmetical expressions. 
In the following part the behaviour and composition of PT’-nets are defined and 
the standard prexes for atomic nets are given. It is proved next, that the prex 
describing the behaviour of any PT-net is the synchronization of the prexes describing 
the behaviour of its atomic subnets. Both standard prexes and their synchronization 
are simple arithmetical prexes. 
The examples of calculating the prexes for given nets complete the paper. 
2. Predicate expressions and languages 
In this section predicate expressions are defined. A predicate expression (prex) 
over an alphabet C is a sequence of predicates. A prex generates a language over 
2. Then, synchronizations of languages and prexes are introduced. It is shown that 
the language generated by synchronization of prexes is the synchronization of the 
languages generated by them. 
Let Z={CI1,_.t Q, } be a finite, non-empty set of symbols (an alphabet) fixed 
from now on. 
Let C* be the set of finite sequences (strings) of elements from 2, o be the empty 
string, 0 be the concatenation operation. We shall omit 0 and write uw instead of 
8.40 w, for u, wEC*. 
Any set LC C* is a language over 2. A predicate over C is a function $ : C* + {tt, ff}, 
where tt and ff are true and false values, respectively. 
Every predicate @, of course, generates the language 
L($)={weP: tjb(w)=tt} 
and, on the other hand, every language L is generated by the predicate $ such that 
for w&P 
$(w)=tt @ WEL. 
The set of predicates over 2 is denoted by 
over C is a sequence of n predicates, where 
predicate is connected with a symbol from C. 
. A predicate expression (prex) 
n = #C (cardinality of 2). Each 
. A predicate expression (prex) over an alphabet C is a function 
Let a E 2, w E C*. The number of occurrences of a in w is denoted by #(a, w). 
For instance, #(c, abcbacc) = 3. 
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xample. Let C = {a, 6) and 
(1) f(w)=tte#(b, w)=O for w&Z*; 
(2) gW= tt for every w E C* (g = tt). 
Then, Px : i + , such that I%(a) = f, Px(b) = g, is a prex over C. 
Let u, w E C*. We say that u is a prefix of w (u s w), if there exists v E C* such 
that uv = w. 
Let Px be a prex over C. Rc generates a language L( RX) c C* in the following 
way: the string w belongs to I,( Px) if each predicate pX( ai ) has the value tt (true) 
for every prefix Uili Of W. 
Definition 2. The language generated by a prex Px is the set L( RX) c C* such that 
&(pX)={w: for every ua Cw,uEP,aEZ Px(a)(ua)=tt). 
Examples. (1) Let C = {a, b), Px be a prex over C such that for w E C*: 
Px(a)(w)=tt H #(b, w)=O; pX( 6) = tt. 
Then, Px generates the language L( Px) = {akb’ : k 2 0, I a 0). 
(2) Let C = {a, b}, Px be a prex over C such that 
Rx(a) = tt; Px(b)=ff. 
Then, Px generates the language L( Px) = { ak : k a 0). 
Let X1 c Z, w E C*. The projection of w onto 2, is the string w/.X, E X;k defined 
as follows: 
(1) if w=~,then w/&=w; 
(2) if w = ua, where u E Z*, a E 2, then 
Definition 3. A string system is a pair (2, L), where C is a finite alphabet and L c C*. 
For a given string system S = (2, L), C will be denoted by a(S) and L by Z(S). 
Definition 4. The synchronization of string systems (2, , L, ) and (&, L2 ) is the string 
system denoted here by (2, , L, ) w (&, L2), defined as follows: 
(&, I!&r(&, L2):=(~,v~~,{w~(~,u~~)*: W/&EL, and W/&E L2}). 
Example. Let 2, ={a, b},&={b, c). Let L, ={akb’: k, ZaO}, L*={bkC’: k, IaO}. 
Then, (2, , L1 ) TT (&, L2) = ({a, b, c}, (akb’cm : k, 1, m 2 0)). 
If &, & are known we write L1 T L2 instead of 1((C,, L1 ) T (Z,, L,)). 
We introduce an operation on prexes which we also call synchronization. It is 
based on notions of the projective extension of a predicate and the projective 
extension of a prex. Let P be a predicate over C and let C c s. 
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efinition 5. The predicate p over 2 defined as 
(VW&*) (F(w)= P(w/Z)) 
is called the projective extension of P to s. 
Let Px be a prex over C and C c s. 
efinition 6. E is a projective extension of I% to s is equivalent o 
E(a) = 
[Rx(a) for aEZ; 
\ 
true for a E Z/Z, 
where I%( a) is a projective extension of &(a) to 2 and true is a predicate equal 
to tt for every w E 2. 
Let Px be a prex over 2,) Qx be a prex over &. 
efinith 7. The synchronization of the prexes Px and QX is the prex Rx over 
2, u & such that 
(VaE&u&) (Rx(a)=E(a)AG(a)), 
where & and @ are projective extensions of I% and QX to 2, u &. 
The synchronization of Px and QX is denoted by Px n Qx. 
Proposition 1. For prexes Rx,, I?x2 and Pq over respectively, Z,, Z2 and X3 the 
following conditions hold: 
(1) Ar,7rpx,=px,; 
(2) Px,nPX*=PX;?7TPx,; 
(3) Px,7F(PX*7FPX3)=(BX,7FPX*)nPx,. 
roof. Follows directly from Definition 7. 0 
Let Px be a prex over C1, Qx be a prex over &. Then the following proposition 
holds. 
osition 2. L(pX 7~ Qx) = I((&, L(h)) n (&, L(Qx))). 
roof. Let w E L(pX 7r Qx), w1 = w/X,. We are to show that w1 E L(&). Let ua 3 wl, 
UEEf, a E 2,. By the definition of projection, ua = vu/& for a certain prefix VUQ 
of w. By Definition 7, &(a)( vu) = tt. By Definitions 5 and 6, E(a)( va) = 
Px(a)(va) = Px(a)(va/Z, ). So, Px(a)(ua, = tt. So, w1 E L( Px). By symmetry, w2 E 
L( Qx), where w2 = w52. Thus, w E WA 9 UW) n (22, UQxN= 
We proved that 
L(Phr 1 c WA, L(W) 7~ (22, UQd)). 
The proof of the reverse inclusion is similar. Cl 
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Example. Let & = {a, b}, x2 = {b, c}, Px, Qx be prexes over &, & respectively and, 
for -“E zp, 
PX(a)(w)=tt H #(b, w)=O, f%(b) = tt; 
for WEST, 
Qx(b)(w)=tt H #(c, w)=O, Qx( c) = tt. 
Then 
(1) L(Px)={akb’: k, lao}; 
(2) L(Qx)={bkc’: k,IsO}; 
(3) (Px~~Qx)(a)=E(a)~QX(a)=Px(a)~true=Px(a); 
(Rx T Qx)(b) =E(b) A=(b) =i%(b) A Qx(b); -- 
(P~~Qx)(c)=~(c)~~(c)=true~\Qx(c)=Q~(~), ---- 
where E, ox, pX( a), Px( b), Qx(b): ox(c) are projective extensions of 
Px, Qx, Rx(a), pX( b), Qx( b), Qx( c) respectively to C = 2, u & = (a, b, c}; 
(4) L(pX n Qx) = (akb’cm : k, 1, m 3 0) = L( Px) IT L(Qx). 
3. Simple arithmetical prexes 
In this section we introduce a certain subset of the set of all prexes over C. These 
are the prexes whose predicates are defined by means of some simple arithmetical 
conditions. 
LetZ={a,,..., a,, }. A predicate P over C is an atomic arithmetical predicate iff 
there exist natural numbers k,, . . . , k,,, k, I,, . . . , Zn, I such that 
(VwEZ”)(P(w)=tt) 
H (k, l #(al, w)+. l a+k,,*#(a,,w)-tk)r(f,=#(a,,w)+*-•+I,+(a,,w)+I), 
where r is a relation =, < or S. P will be denoted by 
VW,+* l -+k,,a,+k)r(l,a,+-• l +l,,a,+l). 
If ki is 0 we may remove kiai (and + preceding it) from the above expression. If 
k is 0 it may be also removed (with + preceding it) provided that there is at least 
one sequence kiai. This also refers to liai and 1. 
Example. Let C = {a, 6, c). 2c + 3 < a + 6, a = b, 6 + c := a + 2 are atomic arithmetical 
predicates. 
L ):or example, for w = a6c, 
(2c+3~a+b)(w)=ff as 2 l #(c, w)+3 > #(a, w)+#(b, w); 
(a = b)(w) = tt as #(a, w) = #(b, w); 
(b+c=a+Z?)(w)=ff as #(b, w) f #(c, w) # #(a, w)+2. 
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A predicate P over Z: is a simple arithmetical predicate iff P = P, A l l l A P, (n 2 l), 
where P is an atomic arithmetical predicate for i = 1, . . . , n. 
le. Let C = (a, b, c}. 
a = b, O<a+b+c, (a = b) A (1 s c), (a=b)h(b=c)h(2<a) 
are simple arithmetical predicates. 
Of course, predicates P and Q such that P(w) = tt and Q(w) = ff for every w E C* 
are simple arithmetical predicates: P is 0 < 1 and Q is 1 c 0. P and Q will be denoted 
by tt and ff, respectively. It will always be clear from the context whether tt and ff 
are truth values or predicates. 
We now introduce the prexes consisting of simple arithmetical predicates. 
Definition 8. A prex Px over C is a simple arithmetical prex iff, for every a E 2, pX( a) 
is a simple arithmetical predicate. 
Example. Let 2 = {a, b}, Px be a prex over C such that, for w E 2*, 
Px(a)jw)=tt e #(b, w)=O; Px(b)=tt. 
Px is a simple arithmetical prex as both Rx(a) and Rx(b) are simple arithmetical 
predicates: Rx(a) is b = 0, pX( b) is tt. 
Notation. Let Px be a simple arithmetical prex over C = {a,, . . . , a, }. We shall 
write: [a, : pX( a, ), . . . , a, : pX( a,,)] to show explicitly the connections between the 
symbols of the alphabet and the predicates. 
Example. Let C = (a, b, c}. 
&=[a: b=Ou=O, b: c=O,c: tt]; 
pXz = [a: if, b: ff, c: tt] 
are simple arithmetical prexes over 2. They generate the languages 
L(Px,)={akb’cm: k, 1, m>O); L(pX,)={c”: n30). 
-nets and their composition 
In this section we define Place/Transition nets (PT-nets), i.e. nets with multiple 
arcs and places marked by natural numbers. In PT-nets both bounded and 
unbounded places are admitted. We also introduce the notions of process and 
composition of nets. Then, we show that the behaviour of composition of nets N, 
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and Nz (i.e. the set of processes beginning in a given marking M) is the synchroniz- 
ation of the behaviour of N, and & 
By a net we mean here a quadruple N = (P, T, F, K) such that: 
(I) P and T are finite, disjoint, non-empty sets of places and transitions, 
respectively; 
(2) F: P x T v T x P+ N is a flow function such that 
(a) WPE P)@te T) WP, t)>Q or FO,p)W, 
(W (vte OWE P) WP, t)>O or F(t,p)W; 
(3) #: P+N,, where N, is the szt of natural numbers with the infinity symbol 
00 (for n E N: n c m), is a capacity function. 
If for a place p and a transition t, F(p, t) > 0 or F( t, p) > 0 we say that p is 
connected with t. Conditions (a) and (b) of (2) mean that each place (transition) 
is connected with at least one transition (place), that is to say we do not admit 
isolated places or transitions. 
If for a place p, K(p) = n and n f 00, we say that p is bounded by n and may be 
marked only by numbers: 0, 1, . . . , n. An unbounded place may be marked by any 
natural number. 
A marking of a net N is any function M : P+ N such that for each p E P: M(p) G 
K(P)* 
if P, c P then M/P, is the restriction of M to P, . The set of all markings of N 
is denoted by MN or M if it does not lead to an ambiguity 
We represent a net as a directed graph, whose nodes consist of circles standing 
for places and bars standing for transitions. If for p E P, t E T: F(p, t) > 0, we draw 
an arrow from the circle representing p to the bar representing t and label it by 
F(p, t). If F(p, t) = 1 we omit the label. Similarly, we draw an arrow from the bar 
to the circle if F(t, p) > 0. If the capacity of a place p is finite we may write the 
number K(p) next to the circle representing p. A marking M is indicated by drawing 
M(p) black dots (tokens) in each place p. 
In a net ,V with a marking M transition t may occur yielding a new marking M’. 
For each place p an occurrence of t removes F(p, t) tokens from p (there must be 
at least F(p, t) tokens in p) and adds F( t, p) tokens to p (the number of tokens in 
p after addition cannot be greater than M(p)). So 
M’(p)=M(p)-F(p,t)+F(t,p) forallpEP 
A sequence of transition occurrences i  called a process. 
Let M, M’ be markings of a net N = (P, T, F, K ). 
A string w E T* is a process in N from M to M’ iff one of the following conditions 
holds: 
(I) w=m and M=M’; or 
(2) w=t,tETandforeachpEP, 
(a) M(P) 3 WP, 0, 
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(3) w = ut, u E T*, t E T and there exists a marking M” such that 
(a) u is a process from M to M”, 
(b) t is a process from M” to M’. 
For a given net N = (P, T, F, K) a string w E T* is a process beginning in 
(M-process) if there exists a marking M’ such that w is a process from M to M’. 
The set of all M-processes in N is denoted by QN( M). 
Following [4] we introduce the notion of composition of nets. Let Ni = 
(e,q,&Kj),i= 1,2, be nets with disjoint sets of places. 
ion 9. A net N = (P, T, F, K) is the P-composition, or simply the composiiion, 
of N1 and Iv, iff P= Plu P2, T= T,u T,, K = K,u K2 and F is an extension of 
Fl v F2 defined as follows: For each p E P, t E T: 
i 
F,(P, 0, if PE 4, te T,, 
F(P, t) = F,(P, t), if PE Pz, tfz T2, 
0, otherwise; 
F(t,p)= 
I 
60, P), if PE pi, tE T,, 
F’(t D), if pE P2, te T2, 
0, &herwise. 
The composition of Nt , Nz is denoted by N, rr N2. 
Let Ni = (Pi, 7;-, Fi, Ki ), i = 1,2,3, be nets with mutually disjoint sets of places. 
roposition 3 
(1) N,nN2=NZvN,; 
(2) N,?r(&?r N3)=(N,~ N*)~F N3. 
roof. Follows directly from Definition 9. 0 
-4s sets of processes in a net N are languages over T, the definition of synchroniz- 
ation (see Definition 4) may be applied to them. The following proposition states 
that if N is the composition of N, , N2, the set of processes in N may be obtained 
by the synchronization of the appropriate sets of processes in N, and N2. 
Let N,=(P,, T,, F,, K,), N2=(P2, T2, F2, K2) be netc such that P,n P2=0. Let 
M be a marking of NI T NZ. 
ositio 
Let P = P, v P2, T = T, v T2. We prove that, for each w E T”, 
( * ) if w is a process in N1 7t N2 from M to M’, then w/ Tl is a process in N, 
We prove ( * ) by induction w.r.t. the number of elements in w. Let w be a process 
in !+I, ?T 
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(a) w = o. So, M = M’, M/P, = ‘/PI and o/ T, = o is a process in N1 from 
M/P, to M’l P,. 
(W w = t E T. There are two cases to be considered: 
(i) t E T, . Then, t/ T, = t and t is a process from M/P, to M’/ 3, (it is obvious 
that conditions (a) and (b) in (2) of the delinition of the process hold for 
P,, F,, M/P, and M’IP,). 
(ii) t e! Tl. In this case, by Definition 9, F(p, t) = 0 and F( t, p) = 0 for each p E P, . 
So, M’/ PI = M/P, and t/ T, = o is a process from M/P, to M’/ P, . 
(c) w = ut, u E T*, t E T, and let ( * ) hold for u, t. By the definition of the process: 
there exists a marking M” such that u is a process in N1 w N2 from M to M’ and 
t is a process in N1 ?T N2 from M” to M’. 
By induction hypothesis, u/ T, is a process in N, from M/PI to M’/ P, and t/ T, 
is a process in N, from M’f P, to M’f P, . 
So, ut/ T, = (u/ T, )( t/ T, ) is a process in N, from M/P, to M’/ P, (by the definition 
of the process). Thus, by induction, ( * ) holds in general. By symmetry argument, 
( ** ) if w is a process in N, 7~ N2 from M to M’, then w/ T2 is a process in NZ 
from Ml P2 to M’l P2. 
The inclusion 
follows directly from ( * ) and ( ** ). 
The proof of the reverse inclusion is similar. Cl 
5. Prexes an6 the behaviour of a net 
The results of this section lead to an effective method of finding the behaviour 
of an arbitrary net. This method can be described as follows: 
(1) Decompose a net into so called atomic nets, i.e. nets with a single place; 
(2) Take the prexes describing the behaviour of the atomic nets (these prexes are 
standard); 
(3) The prex describing the behaviour of the initial net is obtained by the 
synchronization of the standard prexes from (2). 
N = (P, T, F, K) is called an atomic net, if P is a single-element set. The behaviour 
of an atomic net is described by a simple prex. This is pioved by the following 
theorem. Let N = (P, T, F, K) be an atomic net, P = {p}, M be a marking of N such 
that M(p) = k. Let T = {t, , . . . , t,, }. Then the following theorem holds. 
The prex Px=[t,:xlAy ,..., tn:x,,hy], where xi(i=l ,..., n) is the 
predicate 
F(P, t1 h + l l l +F(p, t,,)t,+F(t;,p)S F(t,,p)t,+- l l +%,Pk+k 
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and y is the predicate 
Fhp)h+* l l +F(t,,,p)t,,+k~F(p, t,)t,+* l l +F(P, tn)t,+KW, 
describes the set of all M-processes in N, i.e., L( Px) = QN ( 
roof, This proof can be formally carried out by induction similar to that from the 
proof of Proposition 4. However, the equality is obvious if we make the following 
observations: 
Let for w E T*, 
rem(w) = i F(p, ti) l #(ti, w), 
i = 1 
add(w)= i F(ti,p) l #(ti, W). 
i=l 
Observe that an occurrence of a transition ti E T removes from the place p, F(p, ti ) 
tokens and adds to p F( ti, p) tokens. 
(1) So, if w E T”’ is an M-process, where M(p) = k, there are k +add( w) - rem(w) 
tokens in p after the last transition of w occurred. 
Let W E L(h), Uti c W, where u E T”, ti E T. By Definition 2 and the definition of 
the predicate Xi, 
rem( uti ) + F( ti, p) s add( uti ) + k. 
Of course, rem( uti ) = rem(u) + F(p, ti ) and add( uti ) = add(u) + F( ti, p). SO, k + 
add(u) - rem(u) 2 F(p, ti ). 
(2) Thus, assuming that u is an M-process, thelee are at least F(p, ti ) tokens in 
p before the occurrence of ti (see (1)). By Definition 2 and the definition of the 
predicate y, 
add(uti)+kGrem(uti)+K(p). 
SO, k+add(uti)-rem(uti)G K(p). 
(3) Thus, by (l), there are at most K(p) tokens in p after the occurrence of ti* 
But (2) and (3) are suficient and necessary conditions for w belonging to 
QNW. •I 
s. Prexcs from Theorem 1 can be reduced using ordinary arithmetic laws, 
e.g. t, + 3 t2 + 4 s 2 t, + t2 + 5 may be replaced by 2 t2 G t, + 1. Furthermore, let us notice 
that 
(a) Xi ensures that there are at least F(p, ti ) tokens in p before an occurrence of 
ai, SO if F(p, ti ) = 0, Xi may be replaced by tt; 
(b) Xi= +j, if F(ti9 P) = F(ti, P)o 
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Let N be the atomic net from the figure below. Then, for the marking M 
such that M(p) = 1 and K(p) = 00, QN( M) = L(pX), where 
fi = [a: x, A y, 6,: xb, A y, bz: xhz A y, C: X, A y]. 
As K(p)=~,yistt. As F(p,a)=O,x, = tt (see remarks above). xb, is 3b1 + b2+ c 6 
a+2c+l thatisthesameas3b,+b,~a+c+LAs F(b,,p)=F(bz,p),xb,=xb,.xC 
is 3b,+b,+c+2<a+2c+l that is the same as 3b,+b,+l~a+c. So, 
&=[a: tt, 6,: 3b,+b ,<a+c+l, b2: 3b,+b+a+c+l,c: 3b,+b,+l~a+c]. 
(See Fig. 1.) 
a 
T 2 
Fig. 1. 
The following theorem shows that the prex describing the behaviour of the 
composition of nets N, and IV2 is the synchronization of the prexes describing the 
behaviour of IV, and I’$. 
Let IV,=& T,, F,, K,), N,=(P,, T2, Fz, K2) be nets such that PlnP2=0; 
I%, , l?q be prexes over T, and T2, respectively. Let M be a marking of IV, n IV*. 
Then the following theorem holds. 
Theorem2. IfL(&)=QN,(MJP,) and L(pX,)= QN2(M/PZ), then L(Rq 7~ I%*)= 
Q uw N,mN2 l 
Proof. 
The equalities hold by Proposition 2, the assumption and Proposition 4, respec- 
tively. Cl 
Let N = (I?, T, F, K) be a net. By Np, where p E P we denote an atomic net 
UP), TP, FP, K,, L where TP = T, FP = FlIpW 
{P I,“‘, pk}, Ni= iVpi, is 1, l . l 9 k. The following proposition states that every net 
is the composition of its atomic subnets. 
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roof. Follows directly from Definition 9 and Proposition 3. cl 
The following theorem states that the prex describing the behaviour, i.e. QN, of 
a net N is the synchronization of the standard prexes describing the behaviour of 
its atomic subnets. 
LetN=({p,,..., pk }, T, F, K) be a net, M, M’ be markings of N Let Px, , . . . , l?xk 
be standard prexes from Theorem 1 describing the behaviour of the atomic subnets 
N 1, . . . , Nk, respectively. SO, L( 13Ei ) = QNi( M/{pi }), i = 1, . . . , k. Then, the follow- 
ing theorem holds. 
heorem3. L(&,r-vrPx,)=Q&M). 
Proof. We use induction on the number of places k. Let Px = &I CCT l l l m Rck. 
(a) k = 1. Then N = N, , Px = Rx,, and L( Px) = QN( M) holds by the assumption. 
(b) k 3 2 and the equality holds for every net with k - 1 places. So, 
and L( & ) = QNk( M/(pk }). By Proposition 3 and Proposition 5, 
By Proposition 1, fi = (&, v l . l w f?$_l) n &. So, by Theorem 2, L(k) = 
QN( M). Thus, by induction, the equality holds in general. Cl 
6. Examples 
l The communication through an unbounded buffer is an example of a 
situation where the prex method can be applied. In Fig. 2 transitions Q and 6 may 
be interpreted as a producer and a consumer of information, and the place 9 is an 
unbounded buffer, where tokens are put into by a and removed by 6. We assume 
that at the beginning of the work the buffer is empty. 
By Theorem 1, the prex describing the behaviour of this (atomic) net is following: 
pX=[n: tt, b: bsa]. 
Fig. 2. 
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xample 2. Let N be the net from the figure below, M be a marking of N such that: 
M(p) = M(r) = 0, M(q) =4. 
The marking M is drawn in Fig. 3. 
We find the prex describing the set of all M-processes in N, i.e. the prex Px such 
that Z,( Px) = QN (M). The atomic subnets NP, Nq, N, of N are presented in Fig. 4. 
By Theorem 1 and the remarks following it the standard prexes describing the sets 
of processes QN,,((P, W, QN,.((~, 0)) and Q&q, 4)) are 
&=[a: tt, 6: bsa]; Px,=[c:tt,d: dsc]; 
Px,=la:xAy,b:y,c:xi\y,d:yl, 
where 
x=a+2c<3b+d+4, y=3b+d<a+2c. 
By Theorem 3, the prex Px = I%,, 7e Px, 7~ Px, describes QN( M). By Definition 7, 
a 
b 
w 
Fig. 3. 
Fig. 4. 
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7. Final remark 
K. Jojczyk et al. 
We may forget about PT-nets and look at prexes as string generators. Languages 
generated by them are prefix closed languages (i.e. for every w E L(h): u d w + 
u E L(k)). We may extend the class of languages generated by prexes by attaching 
to each prex Px over C a predicate P over 25. In this way we obtain a new string 
generator (RX, P). The language generated by this pair is the intersection of L( RX) 
and L(P). 
The class of languages generated by simple arithmetical prexes connected with 
simple arithmetical predicates is especially interesting. 
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